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About This Game

It's a story about a nurse saving the world.

The land of seville was invaded by the demons, and the elves who had previously ruled the land were wiped out. The heroes of
the other RACES were also killed by the Lord Abysm--The leader of the demons.

Desperate, people gave up, hid or died.
The demons occupied race after race easily.

Finally, the demons came to the Bigcat town - the last town where people live.

The nurse's mission is to protect the last wall and save the people behind it all by herself.

Features:

* Real-time Combat Game: Click on the map to control the nurse to walk freely, and release skills to attack demons (or protect
yourself) -- when the player does not operate, the nurse will automatically release a scalpel for remote attack.

* The fun of this game is to be able to quickly upgrade, quickly obtain a lot of wealth to enhance the combat capacity of the
nurse to overcome a large number of demons.

* Faster, more intense and more enjoyable.
* Not only are the demons numerous, but their abilities are also outstanding -- Players need to make full use of the combination

of skills, grasp the release of the timing to win the final victory.
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1. Survive and protect the wall: there are 68 waves of demons attacks, each stronger than the last. Players play the nurse role
who need to quickly improve their ability to skillfully avoid and properly release skills to eliminate the invasion of demons. If

the nurse dies or the wall collapses, the game fails. The nurse dies and loses 20% of the gold and some items. When the battle is
won, the nurse can gain a great deal of experiences.

2. The Weird Hole Adventure: There lives fierce beasts. Defeat them can get more experiences, and can get advanced
equipments and gems.

3. Hunting In Lost Cities: Explore the lands invaded by the demons. Can get a lot of gold.

4. Role Attributes: STA, STR, INT and AGI. For each level of the nurse, players can get 4 attribute points that can be assigned.
STA - mainly affects HP and Bear;

STR - mainly affects Physical Attack and Physical Defense;
INT - mainly affects Magic Defense

AGI - mainly affects movement speed and attack speed;

5. Gem Synthesis: Three gems make a higher gem. It is easy -- easy to obtain gems and easy to operate. with the increase in the
number of synthesis will automatically open the batch synthesis function.

6. Gold and Experience System: Gold and experience are very easy to obtain, do not need to spend too much time, Players can
easily improve the level of the nurse, can easily get a lot of gold for the maintenance of the wall and the synthesis of gems.
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Title: The Last Town
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Shenzhen Arabian Nights Technology Co.,Ltd
Publisher:
Shenzhen Arabian Nights Technology Co.,Ltd
Release Date: 31 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 1.5 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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